
Speaker Overview

Greg Wooldridge, also known as "Boss", is a highly respected leader known for his ability to build 
high-performing teams based on communication, trust, and teamwork. His heart-driven approach 
proved to be a perfect match for the Blue Angel's culture of excellence, where he successfully led 
three teams through times of difficult transition. Inspired by his success, Gregg now shares his 
methods to empower individuals and teams on their journey towards high performance.

In flight candidate school, he learned camaraderie from his classmates, an emotion that helped 
elevate individual performance through team effort. Later, as commander of a carrier squadron, 
Greg recognized the potential of a motivated team and its ability to perform at maximum 
efficiency. 

After being selected as Blue Angel's CO, Greg experienced taking his dreams and beliefs to new 
heights. His success illustrates how any organization can redefine high performance.

Greg “Boss” Wooldridge won’t just inspire your team, he will help you push the edge of the envelope on performance. 

His unique experience resonates with all audiences, and his keynotes offer insight on :

• The top 0.01%: The Blue Angels pilots represent the epitome of excellence, and their achievement requires
exceptional leadership. Greg's remarkable success in leading the team serves as an inspiration for any group
aiming to reach their full potential.

• The “Tip of the Spear”: Being an effective leader requires a mindset of trust, confidence, and open
communication. Great teams win together.

• Extreme Focus & Precision: Every maneuver performed by the Blue Angels comes with a risk. Greg employs
strategies that emphasize focus while maintaining safety and accuracy.

• The Glad To Be Here® Mindset: The mindset designed to empower others as they embrace gratitude, purpose,
passion, and presence.

Greg's Keynote Highlights 

The Only Three-time Commanding Officer of The Blue Angels

“BOSS AS A “BLUE” ”

RESPOND VS. REACT LEADERSHIP QUALITIES

GREG “BOSS” WOOLDRIDGE CALM UNDER PRESSURE

GREG “BOSS” WOOLDRIDGE
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